FloCoiMo # 29: Ars poetica/organic form

Poetification 

The poem is not an expression, nor is it an object. Yet it somewhat/ partakes of both.
~Hayden Carruth

Arden, who had many lovers
and very few commitments, told me
that writing could easily be my primary partner 

and I both rejected and latched 
onto concept, rarely neglecting the solitary 
solace of words, repetition with variation, like being

three and finding joy in running
from the woodstove to the closet, making
everyone else run too and counting to twenty

as you climb the hill, forgetting
your way somewhere in the teens. “But poems,
I told Arden, “do not rub your sore shoulders, they do not

know how to love you back.
They do not make you cinnamon rolls, tea.”
Love means love/ of the thing sung, not of the song

or the singing, he quoted. I could
not find the right context. So I made cinnamon
rolls, placed the kettle on the stove. When the water

steamed, we chose our flavor, and left
the poems steeping while we went swimming.
When I recall him it is summer. There is always a river.

A lost song finds my voice 
and laments loudly, twirling swift  
circles through the dropped heart of the day. 









Notes:

This is an organic form I invented two years ago when I began writing a sequence of poems for my father who had just been diagnosed with cancer. The initial sequence, Sixteen Days, chronicled the days between his diagnoses and when he began chemo and radiation treatments. With a vague memory of a teacher once mentioning that tercets are inherently unbalanced, I chose the three line stanza—feeling unbalanced myself as I tried to reconcile my emotions with my responsibilities. The stair-step formation of the line breaks gave me a feeling of downward motion and also provided a vessel to pour my thoughts and feelings into, since I felt I needed some structure to contain my unstructured ideas.

After he died ten months later, I realized the sequence was not finished. Sixteen Weeks explored grief and reconciliation as I slowly came to terms with parts and pieces of my loss and weathered the most extreme winter I have ever experienced. As I came closer to finishing that sequence, I began to explore the Buddhist concept of 49 days, which is the period of time the soul remains in this world before being released to the afterlife. When I recognized that the middle sequence of this collection needed to be Sixteen Hours, a close observation of the day and night in which he died, I resisted writing it for some time. Having the unbalanced yet firm structure of the form I had created for the initial sequence helped me get through the writing of that sequence, which finally came in one big rush of effort and was finished (a first draft at least) in about three days of nearly constant writing. The 49th poem, A Year Later, was not one I was able to write until a year had passed and I could find some hope amidst the abject heartbreak of the rest of the poems. 

The epigraph on this poem is pulled from Hayden Carruth’s poem, “The Impossible Indispensability of the Ars Poetica.” I deliberately chose to quote this poem as I explored this form outside of its original context, because 49 Days both opens and closes with a different line from this poem: “It is a fluidity, a vapor, of love.” 

